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preview page 19 is not displayed in this preview. DescriptionLeer Important InformationConformation.Comments InTENSity Twin We Know™ III is a portable electrotherapy device that offers two therapeutic modes: TENS and Ems therapy, which are used for pain relief and muscle stimulation. The unit is between the upper step of pain
relief devices with a maximum power of 105mA, and also comes standard with an AC adapter and a detachable belt for easy use, at home and convenience. Pain relief using TENS mode.  TENS is a non-invasive method without medications to manage pain by sending small electrical impulses through the skin. In many cases, this
stimulation will greatly reduce or eliminate pain. Strengthen your muscles using EMS mode.   EMS is widely used in hospitals and sports clinics to treat muscle injuries, to re-edit paralyzed muscles and to prevent atrophy in affected muscles. Product Features and Specifications : Portable easy-to-handle electrotherapy device for pain
management Unit combines TENS &amp;EMS therapy for optimal treatment Channels : Dual Channel Pulse amplitude : adjustable, 0-105 mA Voltage : Constant current, 100-240V (AC adapter) Pulse frequency: adjustable, from 1 to 150 Hz Pulse width : Adjustable, from 50 to 300 microseconds, 10oS / Waveform step: TENS: SINGLE-
phase square pulseEMS: Single-phase square pulsePower: 1x 9 volts battery, or Power adapter A/C included for household use. Timer : Adjustable in 1-minute increments between 1 and 60 minutes or continuously. Processing time counts automatically. Dimensions: 4.5 x 2.55 x 0.9 Weight: 0.28 lbs with battery 1 year manufacturer
warranty Package includes everything you need to start using the device immediately: Twin Stim III Unit 45 Leads Wires 2 1x Pack 4x Electrodes High Quality Self-Adhesives 1x 9V Battery A/C Power Adapter Hard Plastic Case Manual Electrotherapy Programs: 4 TENS Modes: Burst Adjustable Burst Ratio of 0.5 - 5Hz, Pulse Width 50-
300'S, Fixed frequency at 10Hz Normal continuous stimulation with adjustable frequency and width pulse Mode of modulation of pulse width (Modulation 1) Pulse width decreases to 60% in a cycle, and increases back to baseline in the next cycle. Pulse, pulse width and cycle time are adjustable. Pulse frequency modulation mode
(Modulation 2) Pulse frequency decreases to 60% in one cycle and increases back to baseline in the next cycle. Pulse, pulse width and cycle time are adjustable. EMS Mode Specifications Ramp time: Adjustable from 1 to 6 seconds. Determines the time to touch the output level set from zero and from the output level set to zero. Time
on/off : Control time decreases time, adjustable from 1-60 seconds. The disconnection time controls the relaxation time, adjustable from 0 to 60 seconds. 3 EMS: Synchronous synchronized stimulation (S) on 2 channels. The duration of the ramp, ramp up, down ramp, pulse, pulse and width are all adjustable. Asynchronous /Alternative
(A) Depending on synchronous mode, except that channel 2 stimulation occurs when channel 1 contraction is complete. Delay (D) Depending on synchronous mode, except that channel 2 stimulation begins after adjustable delay after the channel 1 stimulus begins. Prices: All prices published on our portal are reflected in Mexican pesos.
All prices are plus 16% VAT Only if invoicing is required. PhysioTENS Mexico. You reserve the right to change or increase prices at any time without prior notice. All published promotions will be subject to availability and validity dates. The prices set on our portal are not subject to additional discounts compared to those they already apply
at the time. Payment methods: Payment of the order must be paid in full to receive confirmation of the purchase. You can complete your online purchase from our portal by paying with credit and debit cards from Mexican banking institutions. They can be visa, master card or American express. If you don't have a debit or credit card. You
can make payment by bank deposit or electronic transfer. Checks are not accepted. Delivery payments are not accepted. Shipping: Most of our products are imported from the USA, EUROPA and ASIA. For express shipments first check the availability of equipment in Mexico.Shipments are made by USPS for its international transit. Once
your equipment is free to import into Mexico, we will put it with a staffs for delivery on the second day of home skill indicates you during the online purchase process. (This entire process of international shipping, import and domestic shipping on Mexican territory can take up to about 21 working days) Shipping prices published during
purchase are approximate. Sometimes there are shipments with additional charges and they will be charged to the customer. For this you will be notified by email. (The surplus is when the parcel service in this case Estafeta has no coverage or is of dicificil access to the city where you will receive the purchase). Comments: Additional
information, such as tracking number, shipping status and approximate delivery days, will be informed to you and will be sent to you in any of the following ways: email, MMS, Whatsapp, etc. (Remember as soon as the equipment is positioninta in Estafeta is the time we notify you). The shipping company, in any case, is responsible for
delivery within the time limit set. FisioTENS Mexico is not responsible for or arrears for problems or causes of force majeure. However, for FisioTENS Mexico it is very important to follow any situation related to the shipment of your purchase with the appropriate company. Item Warranty: FisioTENS Mexico offers warranty only for portable
medical equipment. The warranty time is 1 year against manufacturing defects or in the electronic system. Returns after purchase are not supported. Unless the equipment has any factory defect or defect.Contact information:Hours: (Pacific time -2hrs with the rest of the country)Monday to Friday from 9:00 to 20:00Sabados and Closed
Sunday. Contact Phone:Contact Phone: 01 662 312 2967.Mobile &amp; Whatsapp: 662 154 1764 / 662 273 7245.Email:General and sales: fisio-tens@outlook.comPle gt; description, important information, contact information, comments. If you need help or additional information, go to the contact information tab and we'll be happy to
help. 1 2 Contents 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 4 4 4 2 4 3 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 6 2 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 80
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